
Advocates for the Environment
A non-profit public interest law firm 

and environmental advocacy organization

June 20, 2017

V.
Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re- Comments on Andora Subdivision Project, Case No. CPC-2004-7308-ZC-ZAD- 
K, ENV-21314-3995-F.TR, June 20, 2017 PLUM Agenda Items #9 & 10, June 21, 
2017 City Council Agenda Items #16 & 32

Dear City Council-

I write on behalf of Advocates for the Environment and our client, Friends of Chatsworth 
Wildlife, concerning the CEQA appeals for the Andora Subdivision Project located at 9503 N. 
Andora Place in Chatsworth, (the Project) and the related Environmental Impact Report. 
Friends of Chatsworth Wildlife (FOCW) is an organization of individuals who live in the 
vicinity of the Project and of individuals and organizations interested in preserving wildlife and 
fauna in and near Chatsworth. Advocates for the Environment and FOCW have appealed on 
their own behalf, and behalf of the public at large.

This letter contains some additional grounds on which FOCW objects to the Project.

Inadequate or Improperly Deferred Mitigation of Project Runoff

The Project will contribute significantly to pollution in the runoff water that flows from 
the Project Site, especially during storms. Details of how this effect will be mitigated should 
have been developed and included as mitigation measutes in the EIR. Instead, measure RC- 
WQ-3 requires development and implementation of a low-impact development plan; RC-WQ- 
4 requires development and implementation of development best management practices. But 
there is no substantial evidence in the record that these measures, along with the other 
regulatory compliance measures outlined in the EIR, will reduce the Project's water-pollution 
effects so they are insignificant

J hese "regulatory compliance 
permits deferred mitigation only when it is infeasible to exactly specify appropriate mitigation at 
the time the EIR is adopted. There is no evidence that developing mitigation for the Project s 
polluted runoff cannot be done now’ Therefore, the adoption of deferred mitigation for water- 
quality effects violates CEQA.

defected mitigation measures. CEQAmeasures are

Another requirement for deferred mitigation is that performance standards for the 
mitigation must be adopted as part of the mitigation measure, so that, when the derailed plan is
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developed, there is a standard against which to measure its effectiveness. The EIR contains no 
such performance standard for the water- quality mitigations, and thus violates CEQA.

The EIR also fails to address the fact that extreme-precipitation events are likely to 
increase in the future as a result of climate change. See MIT News article "Study finds more 
extreme storms ahead for California'1 (January 3, 2017), attached as Exhibit 1. Increased storm 
intensity will result in more runoff, which will overwhelm LID and BMP measures designed 
with past storm-intensity levels in mind-

Failure to Analyze Project’s Effects on Plummer’s Mariposa Lily

By modifying mitigation measures MM-C01 and MM-C-3, the June 8, 2017 Staff- 
Response to the appeals (Staff Report) to include provisions to attempt to protect the 
Plummet’s mariposa lily (Staff Report atpp. 4-5), the Staff Report implicitly acknowledges that 
the Project may have substantial adverse effects on the Plummer’s mariposa lily, a special-status 
plant present on the Project Site,

But the EIR contains no analysis oi the Project’s effects on the Plummer’s mariposa lily or 
conclusion concerning the significance of those effects. The EIR should have analyzed those 
effects, and its failure to do so violates CEQA-

Inadequate Analysis of Project’s Effects on Climate-Change-Related Plant Migration

Wildlife as well as flora are moving where they live—i.e. shifting their ranges—in 
response to the effects of climate change. (BaJmer, Plants have unexpected response to climate 
change, (Science Magazine, Aug, 8, 2014), attached as Exhibit 2.) Increasing temperature 
pushes them uphill, and changes in the availability of water push them downhill. (Ibid,)

In order to be able to survive climate change by shifting their ranges, both animals and 
plants need broad, open pathways to their new' ecosystems. Plants move very slowly, and this is 
especially true of plants like the Santa Susana tarplant and Plummer’s mariposa lily, the special- 
status plants found on the Project Site. Hemming these plants in with development blocks their 
migration path to a more suitable range and may threaten their existence.

The EIR fails generally to analyze any of the effects of global warming and climate change 
on the environment in the area of the Project. The Project's significant adverse effects must be 
analyzed against this backdrop, which is missing. The failure of the EIR to take climate-change 
effects on the future environment into account w'hen analyzing the Project s environmental 
effects violates CEQA.

10211 Sunland Blvd. Shadow Hills, CA 91040 dw@afnv.org(818) 353-4268
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Inadequate Notice

Some of the persons filing administrative appeals to the City Council of the Project's 
CEQA approvals did not receive notice of the PLUM hearing. None of the appellants were 
notified that the City Council hearing on the Project Approvals was calendared for June 21, 
2017.1 found out about it only by reviewing the online Council File (17-0470-51) in the course 
of preparing this letter. The lack of proper notice violates CEQA, the Subdivision Map Act, the 
Planning and Zoning Law, and the Los Angeles Municipal Code,

Pet Cats’ Effects

The Project will have significant effects on local wildlife because many of the future 
residents will keep cats as pets and allow them access to the outdoors. These cats will have 
access to the nearby wildlife movement corridors. As documented in the book Cat Wars (Peter 
P. Marra and Chris Santeila, Princeton University Press, 2016, a copy of which is submitted 
along with this letter, to be included in the administrative record for this case), such cats cause 
huge environmental effects, including the loss of 10 percent of smalLto-medium-size birds living 
within the hunting range of such cats. (Id, at p. 27.) Feral and pet cats have greatly reduced the 
number of birds in the environment (Id. at p. 97.) The EIR fails to analyze these significant 
effects, either as direct Project effects or as cumulative effects of the Project plus nearby new 
projects.

Conclusion

For the reasons given above, the City Council should grant FOCW’s appeal and remand 
the Project back to the Department of City Planning with directions to require the Applicant to 
modify the Project and the EIR so that they comply with CEQA, the California Planning and 
Zoning Law, Subdivision Map Act, and Los Angeles Municipal Code.

Sincerely,

Dean Wallraff, 
Attorney at Law

10211 Sunland Blvd., Shadow Hills, CA 91040 (818) 353-4268 dw@aenv.org
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MIT scientists have found that extreme 
precipitation events in California should 
become more frequent as the Earth’s 
climate warms over this century.

:

Study finds more extreme storms ahead for California
New technique predicts frequency of heavy precipitation with global warming.

Jennifer Chu | MIT News Office 
January 3, 2017 PRESS MENTIONS

On Dec 11, 201 a, a fre ghl train of a storm steameo through much of California, deluging 
the San Francisco Bav Area with three inches of rain n us! one hour. The storm was fueled 
by what meteorolog.sts refer to as the “Pineaoole Express" — an atmospheric river ot 
moisture that s whipped up over the Pacific's tropical waters and sweet nedn with the ,et 
stream

A study by MIT resea'che's proviaes evidence 
that C3!'forn.a coe d see an increase in extreme 
prec citation events due Id climate change, 
according to CBS San Francisco. “Using large 
scale future projections and factor ng in polic es 
tc restrict global warming, researchers se c? the 
Bay Atea ccjld see mere of these hinds cf 
storms on a seasonal basis."

By evening, record rainfall had set off mudslides, floods, and power outages across the state. 
The storm, which has oeen called California's "storm of the decade." is among the state's 
most extreme precicitation events in recent h story.

$ CSS SF Bay Area

Now MIT scientists have *ound that such extreme prec pitat'on events in Cal forria should 
become more frequent as the Earth’s climate warms over this century. The researchers 
developed a new technique that predicts the frequency of local, extreme rainfall events by 
identitymg telltale large-scale patterns in atmospner c data For California, they calculated 
that, if the world's average temperatures rise by A degrees Celsius oy the year 2100, the 
state will exper ence three more extreme brec p.ta'ion events than the curren1 average, per 
year.

UPi reporter BrooKs Hays wr !es that MIT 
researchers have developed a new mooei that 
helps predict the frequency o' exireme 
precipitation events ""he researchers found that 
n r se in global temperature ot 4 degrees 

Celsius Will yield an extra tlree extreme 
precipitation events per year r California by the 
end of the century "

The researchers, who have published the r results in the Journal of Climate, say their 
technique significantly reduces the uncertainty of extreme storm predict ons made by 
standard climate models

in an article for Salon about extreme weather 
paul Rosenberg highlights a new study by MIT



researchers that shows climate change could 
cause California to “experience three more 
extreme precipitation events per year by 2100, 
although the number couid be reduced by halt 
that if aggressive policy measures are pursued."

"One of the struggles is, coarse climate models produce a wide range of outcomes. [Rainfall] 
can increase or decrease,” says Adam Schlosser, senior research scientist in MIT’s Joint 
Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change. “What our method tells you is, for 
California, we’re very confident that [heavy precipitation] will increase by the end of the 
century.”

SALON
The research was led by Xiang Gao, a research scientist iri the Joint Program on the Science 
and Policy of Global Change. The paper’s co-authors include Paul O’Gorman, associate 
professor of earth, atmospheric, and planetary sciences; Erwan Monier, principal research 
scientist in the Joint Program; and Dara Entekhabi, the Bacardi Stockholm Water Foundations 
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

Writing for Forbes, Eric Mack highlights a study 
by MIT researchers that shows extreme 
precipitation events in Catitornia should become 
more frequent due to climate change. The 
researchers found that by 2100, California 
“should expect between one and three more 
extreme orec ptation events., every single year."Large-scale connection

ForbesCurrently, researchers estimate the frequency of local heavy precipitation events mainiy oy 
using precipitation information simulated from global climate models. But such models 
typically carry out complex computations to simulate climate processes across hundreds and 
even thousands of kilometers. At such coarse resolution, it’s extremely difficult for such 
models to adequately represent small-scale features such as moisture convection and 
topography, which are essential to making accurate predictions of precipitation.

RELATED

Paper: ”21st Century Changes in U.S. Regional 
Heavy Precipitation Frequency Based on 
Resolved Atmospher c Patterns”To get a better picluie of how future precipitation events might change region by region, Gao 

decided to locus on not simulated precipitation but large-scale atmospheric patterns, which 
climate models are able to simulate much more reliably.

Xiang Gao

“We’ve actually found there’s a connection between what climate models do really well, 
which is to simulate large-scale motions of the atmosphere, and local, heavy precipitation 
events,” Schlosser says. “We can use this association to tell how frequently these events are 
occurring now, and how they will change locally, like in New England, or the West Coast.”

Adam Schlosser

Joint Program on the Science and Policy of 
Global Change

Weather snapshots

Department cf Earth, Atmospheric, and 
Planetary Sciences

While definitions vary for what is considered an extreme precipitation event, in this case the 
researchers defined such an event as being within the top 5 percent of a region’s 
precioitation amounts in a particular season, over periods of almost three decades. They 
focused their analysis on two areas: California and the Midwest, regions which generally 
experience relatively high amounts of precipitation in the winter and summer, respectively.

Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering

For both regions, the team analyzed large-scale atmospheric features such as wind currents 
and moisture content, from 1979 to 2005, and noted tneir patterns each day that extreme 
precipitation occurred. Using statistical analysis, the researchers dentified telltale patterns in 
the atmospheric daia that were associated with heavy storms.

School of Engineering

School of Science

“We essentially take snapshots of all the relevant weather information, and we find a common 
picture, which is used as our red flag," Schlosser explains. “When we examine historical 
simulations from a suite of state-of-the-art climate models, we peg every time we see that 
pattern.”

ARCHIVES

How aerosols drive 
the rain1

Using the new scheme, the team was able to reproduce collectively the frequency of extreme 
events that were observed over the 27-year period. More Importantly, the results are much 
more accurate than those based on simulated precipitation from the same cl'mate models. Messing with the



■■ monsoon
“None of the models are even close to the observations," Gao says. “And regardless of the 
combination of atmospheric variables we used, the new schemes were much closer to 
observations.”

When it rains, it
pours“Actionable information'

Bolstered by their results, the team appl ed their technique to large-scale atmospheric 
patterns from climate models to predict how the frequency of heavy storms may change in a 
warming climate in California and the Midwest over the next century. They analyzed each 
region under two climate scenarios: a “business as usual” case, in which the world is 
projected to warm by 4 degrees Celsius by 2100, and a policy-driven case, in which global 
environmental policies that regulate greenhouse gases should keep the temperature increase 
to 2 degrees Celsius.

A hard rain's gonna
fall

For each scenario, the team flagged those modeled large-scale atmospheric patterns that 
they had determined to be associated with heavy storms. In the Midwest, yearly instances of 
summer extreme precipitation decreased slightly under both warming scenarios, although the 
researchers say the results are not without uncertainty.

For California, the picture is much clearer: Under the more intense scenario of global 
warming, the state will experience three more extreme precipitation events per year, on the 
order of the December 2014 storm. Under the policy-driven scenario, Schlosser says “that 
trend is cut in half.”

The team is now applying its technique to predict changes in heat waves from a globally 
warming climate. The researchers are looking for patterns in atmospheric data thal co'relaie 
with past heat waves. If they can more reliably predict the frequency of heat waves in the 
future, Schlosser says that can be extremely helpful for the long-term maintenance of power 
grids and transformers.

“That is actionable information,” Schlosser says.

This research was supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation, NASA, and the 
Department of Energy

Topics: Civil and environmental engineering Climale Climate change

Computer modeling EAPS Earth and atmospheric sciences Emissions

Environment Global Warming Greenhouse gases Research

School of Engineering School of Science Weather NASA

National Science Foundation (NSF) Department of Energy (DoE)

Joint Program on the Science and Policy of Global Change
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Moving mountains. Changing climates 
drive many plants to lower elevations.

Anna Wilson

Plants have unexpected 
response to climate 
change
By Jennifer Balmer | Aug. 8.2014,1:30 PM

Not all species flee rising temperatures. As 
the mercury has inched upward across 
western North America over the last 40 years, 
many plant species have moved downhill, 
toward—not away from—warmer climates, 
according to the results of a new study The 
finding adds to growing evidence that 
temperature isn't the only factor influencing 
how Earth’s life will respond to climate

http://www.sdencemag.org/news/2014/08/plantS'have


change.

"This is a very cool study and demonstrates 
what many of us have been saying—that we 
will get surprises," writes Camille Parmesan, a 
climate change biologist at Plymouth 
University in the United Kingdom, in an e-mail 
to Science. She was not involved with the 
study.

Like animals, plants require specific 
environmental conditions—such as the right 
temperature, moisture, and light levels—in 
order to thrive. Even small changes in 
environmental parameters can affect the 
reproduction and survival of a species As 
global temperatures rise, both animal and 
plant populations are projected to gradually 
shift toward northern latitudes and upward to 
higher elevations where temperatures are 
cooler in order to stay within their ideal range 
of environmental conditions.

SIGN UP FOR OUR DAILY NEWSLETTER

Get more great content like this delivered right to 
you!

Email Address Sign Up

In an effort to understand how plants may 
cope with changing climates, researchers at 
the University of Washington, Seattle, 
compiled geographic coordinate data for the 
locations of nearly 300 plant species within 
seven topographically distinct regions across 
western North America, ranging from the 
western Sierra Nevada mountain range in



Nevada to the eastern Rocky Mountain 
Foothills of northern Canada, spanning the 
last 40 years. They then compared these 
findings with changing climate conditions, 
such as temperature, rain, and snowfall. The 
study is the most extensive of its kind to date.

The results of the analysis we re unexpected. 
More than 60% of plants shifted their 
distributions downward, toward warmer, 
lower elevations—despite significant climate 
warming across the regions under study, the 
team reported online on 24 July in Global 
Change Biology. Even more striking, all plants 
within a region—regardless of species- 
moved in the same direction.

"Initially, we thought there was something 
wrong with our analysis—species 
distributions are expected to shift upward, 
not downward," says team leader and plant 
ecologist Melanie Harsch. “But we redid the 
analysis and we got the same results.”

A closer look revealed that the downhill 
movement of plants was likely driven by the 
changes in precipitation that accompanied 
warming temperatures. Those regions that 
experienced less rain and snow at high 
elevations were those with plants shifting 
toward lower elevations with wetter climates. 
“Less snow in winter translates into less 
water in summer, resulting in water-stressed 
plants and downward shifts,” Harsch says.

Although plant populations are shifting 
downward toward greater water availability, 
they will also have to contend with an 
increasingly warming climate. “It's a double- 
edged sword,” Harsch states, “as



temperatures rise, water needs will also 
increase."

Although previous, smaller studies have also 
noted downhill movements in relation to 
water availability, others report uphill 
movements in relation to temperature,
suggesting the direction of species 
movements is dependent on local 
environmental conditions as well as the types 
of species present. “These studies highlight 
the importance of understanding the 
complexities not only of future climate 
change but the climatological requirements 
of individual species," says Anne Kelly, a plant 
ecologist at the Catalina Island Conservancy 
in Avalon, California, who was not involved in 
the work.

Future climate changes are projected to 
intensify precipitation patterns in western 
North America, leading to more pronounced 
shifts in plant distributions and potential 
subsequent effects on the wildlife that 
depend on them for food and habitat. “How 
we decide where to allocate limited resources 
such as money and manpower to conserve 
species in the face of long-term global 
warming is a primary concern right now,” 
Harsch notes. “We can't monitor all species 
everywhere, but, by identifying the factors 
responsible for environmental changes, we 
can begin to predict effects and prioritize 
conservation management choices."

Posted in Environment. Plants & Animals Climate

Jennifer Batmer
if Twitter
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This book is an attachment to 
the comment letter on 
ENV-2014-3995-EIR, submitted 
to the PLUM Committee on 
June 20, 2017 in connection 
with the appeal filed on 
behalf of Friends of Chatswott! 
Wildlife,
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EDWARD R. ROYBAL BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS SESSION ROOM, ROOM 350 - 2:30 
PM 200 NORTH SPRING STREET, LOS ANGELES, CA 90012 '

David Ramey, DVM 
9615 Andora Ave 
Chatsworth, CA 91311

Date:

Submitted in ptuM___ .Committee

Council File No: Yi^lo *...1

Item No.

Deputy .

4

> Cyyvytwwvy cA/ptfY' fWyipGood afternoon

My name is David Ramey.

I am a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine who has practiced in the Los Angeles area since 1984. 

My practice is limited to the care and treatment of horses.

I am a resident of Chatsworth, and have been since 1998.

I live in Andora Estates, and along with a few others, my life will be more severely impacted by 
this proposed development than anyone else.

Thank you for allowing me to have the opportunity to speak about this proposed development.

It is a development that is opposed by nearly every resident in the area.

It is one that calls for massive land movement, waivers and changes of several ordinances, as 
well as zoning.

It is one that was at least partially responsible for the removal of three former members of the 
Chatsworth Land Use Council.

It is one that asks you to ignore land use regulations and to permit devastation of one of the last 
few natural areas in Chatsworth.

Why?

Apparently, it is for the benefit of the few, against the wishes of the many.

Other appellants have discussed, or will discussed, the impact on the environment, wildlife, and 
the quality of life for not only residents, but for anyone who travels through the northwest valley.

It is a wonder that the project has proceeded so far.

The developer has presented everyone with what, in logic, is called a “false dilemma.”

Two choices were initially presented.

One choice was really terrible.

The other choice - this choice - was just terrible.

1



CHATSWORTH NATURE PRESERVE COALITION m
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Working Together to Save a Crucial Habitat in Los Angeles-San Fernando Valley

hM nDate: gm
PtuM PiCommitteeSubmitted in is#aswww.savechatsworthpreserve.org ill m
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Los Angeles City Regional Planning Commission 
320 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Andora Project, 9503 North Andora Place
(Council File 17-0470 and 17-0470-S1) PLUM Committee Hearing - June 20, 2017

Dear Los Angeles City Council Planning and Land Use Management Committee:

We are addressing a few points/comments in the ZAD/EIR Appeal Response Staff Report:

Violation of the Ordinance #173,455 - Valley Circle Blvd/Plummer Scenic Corridor:
Points 12, 17 and 19: The Andora Project compromises and places the Scenic Corridor at risk by not adhering to 
“A Reasonable protection of the scenic corridor with parks and continuous trails'’. Maximum preservation of 
natural terrain and vegetation will be destroyed with this development, including the coastal sage-chaparral and 
the unique boulders/rocks in the Chatsworth Formation. There will be visibility of buildings also compromising 
the Valley Circle Blvd./Plummer Scenic Corridor.

“Project Site is currently vacant and therefore does not generate a substantial amount of anthropogenic 
GHC emissions” (Page 4): The word “vacant" is misleading. This is not a suburban/urban vacant lot with dirt 
and weeds. This is a coastal sage-chaparral with scrub oak trees region which contributes to clean air, wildlife 
movement, and a biodiverse wildlife habitat. Residential development will destroy this pristine area and introduce 
toxins, including wildlife poison and car emissions, in a natural area. There have been numerous findings of 
wildlife, mountain lions, bobcats and raptors in the Simi Hills that have died from Anti-Rodenticide rodent 
poisoning, herbicides, and habitat fragmentation. The Andora Project compromises wildlife movement and 
survival.

“The site is inaccessible to the public, and terrestrial wildlife access to the Nature Preserve is somewhat 
encumbered by chain-link fence that surrounds the entire property." There is a chain-link fence that 
surrounds a good portion of the site which provides protection to the natural resources. There is a section of the 
Chatsworth Nature Preserve along Valley Circle Blvd., Lake Manor, in the oak woodlands area, that is open for 
wildlife movement, plus other gaps and openings. Many forms of wildlife easily jump and/or move under the 
fence. Wildlife does move freely between the CNP and the Simi Hills. The San Fernando Valley Audubon 
Society and Southwestern Herpetology field studies, Lake Manor area residents, and DWP have reported and 
documented for decades the numerous species of wildlife, as well as fields study reports/photos of the paw-prints 
in the Ecology Pond area.

Sincerely

Delegates:
Carla Bollinger
planopenspace@qmail.com

Mark Osokow
hopebird@lafn.org

Dina Fisher 
i@dmafisher.net

Julie Clark DeBlasio
Native.conservation@qmail.com

Gerald Garoskilly
qaroskilly@qmail.com

http://www.savechatsworthpreserve.org
mailto:planopenspace@qmail.com
mailto:hopebird@lafn.org
mailto:i@dmafisher.net
mailto:Native.conservation@qmail.com
mailto:qaroskilly@qmail.com
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CaCifornia Native (PCant Society
Los Angeles / Santa Monica Mountains Chapter

3908 Mandeviile Canyon Road, Los Angeles, CA 90049 
April 10,2016

Milena Zasadzien 
Project Coordinator, EIR Unit 
Department of City Planning 
Environmental Analysis Section 
6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Room 351 
Van Nuys, California 91401

Date:
CommitteeSubmitteo «

‘Ho; :v.'

Co-fofh..

RE: Comments on Andora Estates DEER, Case No. ENV-2014-3995-EIR, State Clearinghouse No.
2015021057

VIA EMAIL: milena.zasadzien@lacity, org

Dear Milena Zasadzien:

The Los Angeles / Santa Monica Mountains Chapter of California Native Plant Society has about 500 
members, many of whom Jive in the San Fernando Valley. As members of the California Native Plant 
Society (CNPS), we are dedicated to conserving California’s native plants through science, conservation, 
education, and horticulture. We have been involved in many land use issues in the Chatsworth area and 
have concerns about environmental impacts of the Andora Estates project (called “Project”).

General comments
1. After reviewing the maps of the proposed Project, there seems to be an overlap of the Project 
boundaries and the boundaries of Chatsworth Oaks Park. On Figure II-11 the Project map overlays about 
half the acreage marked on the map as Chatsworth Oaks Park. What is the exact acreage of Chatsworth 
Oaks Park? Is Chatsworth Oaks Park owned and/or managed by more than one entity (City of Los 
Angeles, Los Angeles County, State of California or...)? Why does the project usurp space from 
Chatsworth Oaks Park?

2. The federally-proposed Rim of the Valley map shows that the Project area is a crucial part of the 
wildlife corridor between the western Santa Monica Mountains and the Santa Susana Mountains. There 
are a mix of oak woodland, chaparral, grassland and coastal sage scrub habitats, small seeps and 
waterholes, as well as niche-filled sandstone outcroppings and ridges to shelter and feed many different 
native species: mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and insects. The width of the wildlife corridor is 
narrow around the end of Andora Avenue. The native habitats are absolutely necessary for the continued 
health of the populations of both native plants and animals in the surrounding mountain and hill ranges.

3. Los Angeles County has had a Santa Susana Mountains Significant Ecological Area and a Simi Hills 
Significant Ecological Area for years. In their latest General Plan they are considering joining the two 
Significant Ecological Areas (SEAs) for good reason. Biological studies have shown that both plants and 
animals must migrate for genetic health and to evolve in the face of climate change. The Project is in an 
open area of natural resources between protected parklands. Its best use is as open space with very low or 
no residential-development.

LA/SMM Chapter, CNPS, Comments on Andora Project, page 1



Specific Comments:
Appendix H: Biological Impacts. TeraCor Resource Management Report
1. Page 3: “The approximate 17.9 acres of deed-restricted property includes approximately 
7.44 acres of contour graded area that will be revegetated with seeds and plants harvested from the site 
prior to grading and replanted on the graded areas to establish plantings as near as possible to the natural 
condition (subject to fuel modification requirements).” The natural condition of this area is native plants. 
That means “seeds and plants harvested from the site” should only be native plants. Non-native invasives 
seeds should not be used. There are sources of locally native grasses, annuals, perennials, shrubs and trees 
that can be substituted. This revegetation proposal may be rhetorical. Currently proposed land use of the 
17.9 acres is to construct 33 14-acre estate sites, which include homes, corrals, out-buildings, landscaping, 
and driveways. The Los Angeles City Fire Department hazard mitigation requirements around each 
parcel for fire clearance effectively portend to eliminate any native plant community restoration within the 
cluster development.

2. Page 4: 2.0 Methods: This is a list of 9 different references and sources used to determine what 
biological resources existed on this site.

The only source of information actually taken from the site itself was “General Field Investigations and 
Assessments”. For plants and habitats this consisted of four field trips to the site, on June 9,10,11, and 12, 
2015. At that time in 2015, earlier very hot spells and little rain had caused the annuals and short-lived 
perennials to have finished blooming and dried up. Only longer-lived perennials, shrubs and trees were 
probably observable. TeraCor used data collected by Impact Sciences in past years to augment TeraCor’s 
field data. Of the 90 species listed from both Impact Sciences and TeraCor observations, 47 were 
observed by TeraCor in June, 2015. That is why plant surveys are done at several different times of the 
year.

CNPS botanists did surveys over part of the Andora Avenue project area during a light rain on April 8, 
2016 (2 1/2 hours) and in sunny weather on April 13,2016 (2 hours). Not only did they find the species 
on the consultant’s list, they found 21 more species that were not listed in Appendix H of the DEIR. The 
list of additional plant species, plus a puffball mushroom associated with oak roots, is attached (“Andora 
Equestrian Estates, Floral Compendium Augmentation”). As in the consultant’s list, * identifies non
native plant species.

Also included are some of the butterflies and insects observed during the CNPS visits. The consultant’s 
faunal report includes no list of insects observed by the consultant during their June, 2015 surveys, even 
though there may be listed insects on the project site. This oversight should have been included under 
CEQA and would have contributed, along with the ornithological and botanical surveys in demonstrating 
the biological significance of the parcel.

3. Page 4: 2.0 Methods: Two others references were listed. State of California Natural Diversity Data 
Base (“CNDDB”) Query for Flora, Fauna and Plant Communities with Special Regulatory Designations, 
and Federal and State Protected Species (Endangered, Threatened, Candidate and Others).

TeraCor provided pages describing 84 species of rare, endangered, threatened or listed plants. While the 
list is impressive, most of the species did not live in the soils, hydrological or environmental conditions or 
vegetative associations such as exist in the Project area Only 23 species (27%) had the potential for 
living in the Project area. Of those 6 were annuals, 13 were perennials and 4 species were longer-lived 
plants that might have been visible and identifiable on those 4 days in June, 2015. There is no evidence 
that Impact Sciences did more than one field survey, so there is no evidence that many of those listed
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annuals or short-lived perennials were in bloom or identifiable when field surveys were conducted by 
either consulting firm.

4. Page 7: Significance Threshold
Appendix C, Biological Resources of the LA. CEQA Thresholds Guide outlines what the City considers 
a “significant impact.” The City, as outlined by the L.A. CEQA Thresholds Guide, has determined that: 
“A Project would normally have a significant impact on biological resources if it could result in:

• The loss of individuals, or the reduction of existing habitat, of a state or federal listed 
endangered, threatened, rare, protected, or candidate species, or a Species of Special 
Concern or federally listed critical habitat;
Comment: Loss of Venturan sage scrub and oak woodland habitats due to the conversion of land to feed, 
house and exercise horses.

* The loss of individuals or the reduction of existing habitat of a locally designated species or a 
reduction in a locally designated natural habitat or plant community;
Comment: Loss of existing habitat to feed, nest and shelter locally designated species.

• Interference with wildlife movement/migration corridors that may diminish the chances for 
long-term survival of a sensitive species;
Comment: Seeds of plants, especially native plants, travel in the fur, on the feet, in the crops and 
intestines of animals using wildlife corridors. In a time of climate change, plants need to migrate, e.g. to 
higher elevations, or cooler niches in order to survive.

• Interference with habitat such that normal species behaviors are disturbed (e.g., from the 
introduction of noise, light) to a degree that may diminish the chances for long-term survival of 
a sensitive species. ”
Comment: The introduction of invasive, non-native plants, whether grasses, shrubs or trees, can upset the 
balance of a native habitat, by destroying soil organisms, shading or crowding out native plants that 
provide food and shelter for native animals.

General Comments:

City Planning
The Andora Equestrian Estates project contradicts policies and regulations of the City of Los Angeles. Of 
precedence, it defies the Mayor’s vision to encourage urban infill, strengthen the City core, and protect 
the few remaining open spaces, pristine habitat areas, and wildlife corridors valued by most citizens.

Second, the project lacks design elements recommended by and in fact wholly counter-indicates the 
Mayor’s Sustainability Plan. The land use will not promote neighborhood quality of life due to the 
exclusive design of the community. It portends to have high energy and water use. It incorporates no 
modem design elements that address climate change. There are no transit options for an accessible future. 
The project does not promote affordability and environmental justice. By design, it threatens restoration 
of and water quality of the Los Angeles River by introduction of nutrient and trash loading, along with 
non-native plant and animal species.

Finally, the oaks slated for removal at the site can clearly be avoided and retained for their heritage, 
cultural, visual, and ecosystem values. The Department of Street Services Urban Forestry Division must 
uphold is authority in regulating the Los Angeles City Protected Tree Ordinance and not issue take 
permits for the grand oak woodland and savannah integral to the site and area.
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Oaks
Heritage oaks are at least 100 years old with extensive underground carbon-sequestering root systems. 
Cutting down these great coast live oaks and bulldozing their roots will release tons of sequestered carbon 
into the air. How is the developer mitigating this onsite?

These oaks are scarred by wildfires, as are most ancient oak trees living in southern California, but they 
support healthy canopies and must be growing new roots. Replacing them with young oak trees means 
there will be no acorns for years, no complex canopy for the highly diverse range of creatures depending 
on the mature oaks for resting, nesting and food amenities. See attached photos of some of the heritage 
coast live oaks scheduled for removal.

Soil Compaction
Grading and land use activities within the development footprint will impact onsite and tangent habitat 
values, thereby decreasing native vegetation populations, dispersal, connectivity, and encroachment. The 
activities associated with the amended project design that will result in 33 housing units requires cut and 
construction into the hillside to create retaining walls. This activity compounds the environmental 
impacts of the grading.

The hillside grading will permanently alter the rock outcrop microhabitats located throughout the parcel, 
thereby permanently displacing the flora and fauna that require the special ecological niche the habitat 
and its associated soils provide. It will prevent groundwater infiltration to the reservoir that abuts the 
Santa Susana Mountains, Western San Fernando Valley, and increase run-off into the local storm water 
channel, which is a headwater to the Los Angeles River. The grading activities will alter soil structure, 
physics, plant-available nutrients, and therefore permanently prevent successful recruitment of oaks, 
shrubs, and the native plant community essential to sustain the surrounding habitat functions.

Water Quality
The proposed development, with its clustered equine use, is defined in the California Code of Regulations 
(CCR) an Animal Feeding Operation. Each future parcel owner within the development will be required

1. contain runoff at all times
2. manage stored and accumulated solids and litter
3. use state-approved nutrient management measures

The large number of animals projected to live within the confines of the 17.9-acre development footprint 
will include horses, other farm animals, pets, and may total well over one-hundred individuals. The 
parcel is steep and mismanaged or uncontrolled nutrient and trash run-off from the site flows into a 
headwater of the Los Angeles River. The River is currently regulated through TMDLs for trash and 
nutrients. Loading of either or both will increase non-point source pollution to the River and constitute 
violation of both the Porter Cologne and Clean Water Acts.

to:

Furthermore, the oak grove located south of Andora Avenue and located at the northern aspect of the 
development footprint clearly serves as both a water and air quality sink. This sink, in the form of the 
wide oak canopy and ancient bioswale, serves to capture pollutants and return clean air and water to the 
environment, local habitat, and all associated flora and fauna. The destruction of this naturally-occurring 
ecosystem service will deleteriously effect the local environment in both the short and long terms.
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The Los Angeles/Santa Monica Chapter of California Native Plant Society strongly recommends Andora 
Equine Estates be redesigned to include sustainable design elements that are in alignment with CEQA, 
state and federal environmental laws, and local ordinances, planning documents, and policies. The rich, 
high functioning corridor that provides habitat protections, recreation, contributes to die viewshed, and 
provides incalculable ecosystem services to the City of Los Angeles, its citizenry and wildlife constitute 
very significant environmental impacts the proposed Project that cannot be mitigated.

Sincerely,

Betsey Landis
Conservation Committee
Los Angeles / Santa Monica Mountains Chapter
California Native Plant Society

Cc: Betty Courtney, California Department of Fish & Wildlife
Mitch Englander, Los Angeles City Councilmember
Mayor Garcetti, City of Los Angeles
Suzanne Goode, Los Angeles District, California State Parks
Ron Lorenzen, Los Angeles City Division of Urban Forestry
Matt Petersen, City of Los Angeles Office of Sustainability
Adam SchifF, US House of Representatives
Teena Takata, Santa Susana Mountains Park Association
Sam Unger, Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board
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ANDORA EQUESTRIAN ESTATES

FLORAL COMPENDIUM AUGMENTATION

Los Angeles/Santa Monica Mountains Chapter 
California Native Plant Society

Floristic surveys conducted:
04/08/16,1030-1300 hrs., 62F, light rain 

04/13/16,1130-1330 hrs, 70F, sunny & light breeze

* - non-native plant species

Asteraceae - sunflower family

Achyrachaena mollis Schareer - blow-wives

Lactuca serriola L. - prickly lettuce*

Logfia gallica (L.) Coss & Germ. - French filago*

Pseudognaphalium biolettii Anderb. - bicolored everlasting 

Pseudognaphalium californicum (D.C.) Anderb. - California pearly everlasting

Psilocarphus sp, - woolly marbles

Boraejttaceae - borage family

Pectocarya sp. - comb seed

Phacelia cicutaria var. hispida (A. Gray) J.T. Howell (on master list; identified to variety) - caterpillar 
phacelia

Plagiobothrys sp. - 2 species found

Brassicaceae - mustard family

Boechera sp. - rock cress

Raphanus raphinastrum L. “jointed charlock*

Sisymbrium irio L. - London rocket*

Sisymbrium orientale L. - Indian hedge mustard*

Cactaceae - cactus family

Opuntia basilaris var. - beavertail - 2 species found
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ANDORA EQUESTRIAN ESTATES

FLORAL COMPENDIUM AUGMENTATION

Chenopodiaceae - goosefoot family

Chenopodium sp. - two species found

Crassulaceae - stonecrop family

Crassula connata (Ruiz & Pav.) A. Berger - pygmy weed

Fabaceae - legume family

Lupinus bicolor Lindl. ~ miniature lupine

Melilotus officinalis Lam. - yellow sweetclover*

Onaeraceae - evening primrose family

Clarkiapurpurea ssp. quadrivulnera (Lindl.) H. Lewis & M. Lewis - four spot

Phrvmaceae - lonseed family

Mimulus aurantiacus Curtis var. parvifforus (Torn) D.M. Thomps. - Santa Susana bush monkey flower

Mimulus aurantiacus var. pubescens (Torr.) D.M. Thomps. - southern bush monkeyflower

Poaceae - grass family

Distichlis spicata (L.) Greene - saltgrass

Schismus barbatus (L.) Thell. - Mediterranean grass

Stipa miliacea (L.) Hoover var. miliaceae - smilograss*

Ranunculaceae - buttercup family

Delphinium parry i (A. Gray) ssp. parryi - Parry’s larkspur

Urticaceae - nettle family

Urtica sp. - stinging nettle

LA/SMM Chapter, CNPS, Comments on Andora Project, page 7



ANPORA EQUESTRIAN ESTATES

FLORAL COMPENDIUM AUGMENTATION

Lower plants

Fungi

Scytinostroma galactinum

other mushroom

Moss/Lichen

one moss

one lichen

LIST OF SOME INSECTS OBSERVED ON THE TWO CNPS SURVEYS 4/8/2016 & 4/13/2016

Butterflies

Anthocaris sara sara - Sara orangetip

Phoebis sennae marcellina ~ Senna sulfur

Euphydryas chalcedona chalcedona - Checkerspot

Apodemia mormo virgulti - Behr’s metalmark

Pieros rapae - Cabbage butterfly*

Other

Pheidole sp. - ant

Ophion sp. - ichneumonids (parasitic wasps) part of oak habitat

Adalia bipunctata - Two-spotted ladybeetle

Schistocera nitens - Gray bird grasshopper

Apis mellifera - Honey bees*

LA/SMM Chapter, CNPS, Comments on Andora Project, page 8



HERITAGE OAKS - SOUTH SIDE OF ANPORA AVENUE IN PROJECT AREA

CNPS SURVE Y 4/13/2016

Note the leafy canopy and general good health of the coast live oaks.
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These heritage coast live oaks are the true pillars of the wildlife community.
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CAl.irORNIA
Nativi Plant SocietyA

Los Angeles /Santa Monica Mountains
15811 Leadwell Street 

Van Nuys, California 91406-3113

Chapter

b i '3Milena Zasadzien
Los Angeles City Planning
Major Projects Division
Marvin Braude Building, Room 351
6262 Van Nuys Blvd
Van Nuys CA 91401

Date:
Submitted in £k! Committee

1 M2
Council File No 

Item Nc 

Deputy:.
VIA EMAIL: milena.zasadzienTflaenv ora

September 27, 2016

ANDORA SUBDIVISION PROJECT, 9503 N ANDORA PLACE, CHATSWORTH
CASE NO. VTT-73427 

CASE NO. CPA 2004-7308-ZC-ZAD-K 
CEQA ENV-2014-3995-EIR

RE:

Dear Ms Zasadzien,

California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is a science and policy based interest group formed a half century 
ago. CNPS works hard to protect California’s native plan; heritage and preserve it for future generations. 
CNPS actively promotes the use of science in land use and management decisions through our Online Rare 
Plant Inventory and essential reference book. Manual of California Vegetation, 2nd Edition, both of which 
are the most advanced resources available for identifying and managing critical habitat in California. We 
work closely with decision-makers, scientists, and local planners to advocate for well-informed and 
environmental friendly policies, regulations, and land management practices.

Our chapter sphere of influence includes most of the City of Los Angeles We are locally active with issues 
both in urban and open space areas. Our members and scientists are familiar with the referenced Andora 
subdivision parcels, its natural resources, and history. The acreage is publicly accessible and our 
organization conducted three days of botanical surveys during Spring 2016 along with a focused rare plant 
survey for a listed species in August 2016.

CEQA ENV'2014-3995-FErR Comments CNPS, LA/SMM Chapter September 27, 2016, page 1



Thank you for the opportunity to submit written comment on the Final Environmental Impact Report for this 
project currently under consideration for certification We have many concerns regarding the CEQA 
document and work/permittingconsultative actions to date for the project.

The .Andora project is not vet ieadv for certification

a. Biological surveys are inadequate, improperly designed & executed. First, they failed to be 
conducted during the vernal seasons, which are standard and appropriate times of year to identify 
tlie most representative and accurate numbers of plant and animal species. CNPS surveys of 2016 
at the project site identified more than three times the number of plants than either of the 
Applicant’s two biological investigations. We add emphasis that our surveys achieved 
considerably higher success despite the fact they were conducted in the fifth year of a protracted 
drought.

b. The Applicant failed to conduct focused special plant and animal surveys at the site. The 
applicant’s biological consultant reports one special plant species on the parcels No other 
species were researched although numerous special plant, animal, and bird species are 
documented in nearby areas thereby having a high potential to occur at the proposed development 
site. The CNPS independent focused survey for the one plant identified found two gross errors 
with reporting for this plant by the Applicant’s biological consultant, the geo-spatial and 
photographic data, which will be r eported to California Department of Fish and Wildlife. First, 
the occurrence of the plant population was severely under-reported. CNPS focus surveys for the 
plants identified twice as many individuals. Second, the Applicant failed to note the locations of 
the listed plant species on site and either harmed or destroyed numerous individuals during 
wildfire hazard mitigation clearance activities this year. The take of these plants amounts to 20% 
of the entire onsite population.

c. The Applicant conducted wildfire hazard mitigation activities using various heavy earth-moving 
equipment. It appears the heavy machinery' is responsible for the destruction of the protected 
plants. There are clearly many other options for the Applicant to have satisfied Los Angeles City 
Fire Department annual fire clearance requirements than by use of earth movers. CNPS questions 
why soil disturbing methods were employed, roads were graded and special listed plant species 
were taken in the context of fire protection.

d. CNPS field surveys challenge many of the determinations made by the Applicant’s arborist 
regarding the native oaks located on site. All appear to be healthy including those that were 
reported as in ‘decline.’ Our scientists found some of the trees to experience stress from the 
prolonged five-year drought. Several of the individuals are old growth. The oaks on the property 
represent those that once proliferated the San Fernando Valley, are now considered rare and serve 
highly important biotic functions for the onsite and adjacent wildlife communities. Most of the 
oaks were noted as nesting and nursery sites for several species of birds. The take of this 
important old growth woodland will cause great harm to ambient wildlands and must be more 
thoroughly analyzed.

e CNPS finds several local maps designating the oak woodland onsite with City' of Los Angeles 
Chatsworth Oaks Park. The EIR for this project fails to discuss the designation, title transfer, 
whereabouts of the park, City history and responsibility to the park and property.

f. The habitat on most of the Applicant’s parcels is comprised of several healthy native plant 
vegetation communities despite evident of decades anthropogenic encroachment. As a matter of 
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fact, many areas on site, including within the development footprint, can be legally designated as 
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA). The EIR fails to adequately describe habitat 
values onsite.

g. CNPS is concerned the design, proposed land use and impacts of this development is in conflict 
with both Mayor Garcetti’s Protected Native Tree Ordinance and the Sustainable L.A. Plan and 
Program. The elements of this proposed project clearly encourage sprawl, habitat destruction, 
high-end housing, high-impact construction within the Wildland-Urban Interface, all which are 
counter-intuitive, against the principles and tenets of the Mayor’s edicts.

h. The Applicant fails to describe fate of stormwater runoff onsite and environmental effects. 
Proposed is onsite capture although does not read as a fully committed design that includes non
point and point source pollutant management. Runoff from the development to a tributary of the 
Los Angeles River, located on the parcel, is not discussed.

i. The agreement for simple-fee open space conservation easements and public access trails at the 
site between the Applicant and Mountains Recreation and Conservation Authority (MRCA) as 
on-site mitigation for the environmental impacts from development offers some environmental 
protection. The easements will preclude further development onsite where they are located. 
However, the biological rationale by the fee holder MRCA is wholly incorrect. First, a large 
percentage of the easement area is located within the individual Hazard Reduction Zone required 
by Los Angeles City Fire Department for annual clearance requirements of each of the proposed 
estates. Ongoing weed abatement activities significantly contribute to vegetation type change 
from native to non-native ‘flashy’ flammable fuels. Therefore, the parts of the MRCA easements 
encompassing the individual estates will be deleterious to local habitat values and do not 
constitute environmental benefit. Second, MRCA documents from August 2015 state the simple- 
fee open space easements agreement between the agency and Applicant are best environmental 
option for the development because the development footprint is clustered in the naturally- 
occuring ‘bowl’ on the parcel. CNPS surveys and analyses determine the proposed development 
footprint to be biologically rich, connected to and dependent on the portions of the property to be 
conserved and biotic component of the greater wildlife corridor that connects the Andora site to 
Chatsworth Nature Preserve and Santa Susana Mountains and the adjacent open space areas. 
Deepest concerns of the agreement between the Applicant and MRCA are: 1) the decimation by 
the project to the rare oak woodland located onsite within the bowl; 2) the choking of the ancient 
wildlife corridor by the land use design in the simple-fee document

j. The Applicant has not yet consulted with various public agencies. The discussions and outcomes 
of these meetings are essential to writing and certifying the Final CEQA document for the project. 
Our organization has reason to believe consultations and/or permit applications remain to be 
requested by the Applicant to: California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Los Angeles City 
Public Works/Bureau of Street Services/Division of Urban Forestry; Los Angeles Regional Water 
Quality Control Board; US Fish and Wildlife Service.

k. The need for properly researched and conducted biological field surveys, environmental
protections planned in consultation with various City, State and federal agencies are essential to 
this project due sensitive environmental conditions apparent onsite in conjunction with the site’s 
proximity to well-documented wildlife and Pacific Fly way corridors of and range to no less than 
ten significant biological areas: Ahmanson Ranch, Angeles National Forest, Chatsworth Nature 
Preserve, Los Padres National Forest, San Gabriel Mountains National Monument, Santa Monica
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Mountains National Recreation Area, Santa Susana Field Lab, Santa Susana Mountains, Santa 
Susana Mountains State Historic Park, Simi Hills.

Cumulative effects of this project appear to be ignored in the E1R at the wholesale level. The 
document fails to consider interactions of and impacts at both the local and regional level with 
regard to air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, water quality, wildlife, climate change, erosion, 
introduction of alien & invasive plant & animal species, traffic totals/ingress/egress, wildland fire, 
noise, viewshed impediment, watershed and open space degradation.

1.

The Los Angeles/Santa Monica Mountains Chapter of California Native Plant Society strongly 
urges Los Angeles City Planning Department to consider the failings of the EER for this proposed 
project under the California Environmental Quality Act. We request the project design be 
reconsidered to be more appropriate under which it is regulated by the many laws governing it. 
We emphasize the environmental investigations and analyses pertinent to this development be 
more comprehensively conducted and reported. The City, project proponents, governance, 
citizenry, wildlife and habitat will all benefit by a project that addresses all components required 
under CEQA.

Sincerely,

L.

Snowdy Dodson, Chair
Los Angeles/Santa Monica Mountains Chapter 
California Native Plant Society
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item
11. General design rustic, natural and in keeping with the scenic character of the corridor

12. Protection of scenic quality for 1500 feet more or less, protect long distance views 

17. Maximum preservation of natural terrain and vegetation

Valley Circle Boulevard/Plummer Street Scenic Corridor Specific Plan -v
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18. Grading to be kept to an absolute minimum, all necessary grading gently contoured

C standards are applicable to any subdivision within 1500 feet of the right of way of Valley Circle and Plummer.

Chatsworth Community Plan:

13. To further define the link between the Chatsworth Reservoir, wildlife corridors, and the community by identifying 
natural wildlife habitats, migration paths,... and planning for their preservation

Community plan, Policies:

Avoid cutting the wildlife corridor link between the Santa Susana Mountains and the Santa Monica Mountains through 
development or transportation arteries cutting the link.

Grading Excessive, eliminates existing contoured canyon with a flat street, elevations of new street are over our adjacent 
now-hilltop lot. Specific plan says absolute minimum grading,

Retaining wall nearest to our lot seems made to put the equestrian trail below the new grade by about eight feet. 
Minimal height differential after development fills the canyon. But make a huge jail-looking wall.

Wildlife corridor should be about 1500 feet for a Regional corridor. This property is about 1600 feet. Homes could be 
placed on west side near to our lot, and avoid the corridor impacts. Developer purchased property subject to the long 
term specific plan and the community plan, which both point to this lot. The proposed layout effectively cuts wildlife 
movement between the 1200 acre Chatsworth Nature Preserve and the 670 acre Santa Susana Pass State Historic Park, 
roads exist where the applicant shows their interpretation of the wildlife corridor going. Topography prevents the sole 
remaining 44 acre parcel providing the wildlife corridor, except for the north end of these properties where it provides a 
good buffer zone of no development.

Findings of the Zone Change case (referred to at the bottom of page 2 and top of page 3, are incorrect to find 
these lots, built on manufactured flat ground in a Valley, with usable lots under the 20,000 square feet for 
equestrian use, creates a new standard, and is not consistent with prior interpretations of the code. Deviation 
from previously established standards is not necessary based on practical difficulties.
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Page 3. No correction to provide public agency control of trail access has been made.

Findings: The design does not match established standards in the community of larger usable lots, and does 
not provide usable 20,000 square foot lots that have been deemed necessary for equine keeping properties in 
prior local subdivisions. Existing development in the area, features homes that are built into the natural 
terrain, that avoid the wall to wall house appearance.

The majority of the eastern portion of the site is not previously disturbed. The grading removes a prominent 
knoll that is a rock outcrop that occupies approximately 4 acres.

The wildlife corridor response on page 5 indicates a complete lack of understanding of local topography, pre
existing roadways, and pre-existing homes. California Fish and Wildlife provided a very significant analysis of 
the project in their detailed response to comments, and advocated for linkage to the Santa Susana Pass State 
Historic Park to the north. Testimony at the Planning Commission including maps from Zimas and Google 
maps have again been ignored.

The existing drawings through the 44 acre Eagles Nest property (9861 Andora Ave.) that is northwest of the 
site, ignores the substantial area of fuel modification that home has, ignores the fact the Eagles Nest property 
is generally not accessible due to topography, and that there are roads and homes immediately to the west of 
the Eagles Nest property. These features are readily visible by using Google maps and Zimas. The Eagles Nest 
property has no requirement to provide any sort of wildlife access and has no prohibition that would prohibit 
fencing of this area, but even if wildlife could go through that property, there is nowhere to go based on the 
roadway to the west and the multiple privately owned parcels, each with their own development rights. And 
these Ventura County parcels have no Specific Plan and no requirement in applicable county plans that 
identify these parcels as a wildlife corridor.

The 300 foot width provided by this property, into the Santa Susana Pass State Historic Park near the northerly 
portion of this property is correct. In that area, the Eagles Nest Property provides a significant width on a 
rocky hill overlooking the access point, which is a significant local hiking trail. That hilly area that is part of the 
Eagles Nest property, provides approximately 1600 feet of additional width, and based on topography, is 
unlikely to be developed. The area listed as the wildlife corridor in staff comments is the flat portion of the 
Eagles Nest Property, and occupies approximately 3 acres. The flat portion with fuel modification and the 
home represent approximately 700 feet of the pictured "corridor". However, please remember, the 
topography makes accessing that site impractical. The minimum 1360 feet provided by the project on the 
Page 5 diagram is technically correct, but is generally inaccessible based on topography.
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Staff response incorrectly indicates Chatsworth Oaks Park is approximately 50 acres. The park is 
approximately two to three acres. Surrounding land is owned by DWP and is part of the Chatsworth Nature 
Preserve. The area is extensively used by local hikers.

The City is incorrect in its response to comments, to state that the wildlife corridor to the west works when it 
includes the 7000 square foot home that is Eagles Nest, related huge fuel modifications that represent 700 
feet of that 1090 foot width, topography that generally prevents access, and lack of restrictions on that 
property.

The response to the CEQA comment on the wildlife corridor are nonresponsive, and list sites that do not relate 
to the corridor. Development of the Eagles Nest property needs to be considered as a probable future 
project, but is ignored. Staff commentary indicated probable future projects are to be considered. Increased 
homes to the west of Eagles Nest, due to the existence of a roadway in that area, also needs considered.

While corrections to the Santa Susana tarplant mitigation measures are helpful, the lack of acknowledgement 
of the undercount of those endangered plants by the City is incredibly irritating. Approximately 20 plants are 
along the rock face on the west side of the project that will be changed into a retaining wall under the 
Applicant's plans. Another 8 plants continue to survive in the emergency access roadway and several others 
are on another hill that will be taken down if the major grading is allowed.

Correction of the tarplant provisions does not solve other inadequate mitigation measures. The Valley 
Fever/dust control measures go on and on about worker protection measures. Workers are on the site 8 to 10 
hours, five days a week. Yet residents who are adjacent to the property are merely told the incidence of 
Valley Fever is not common in the San Fernando Valley, so the City provides nothing for the residents. No 
measures to protect livestock and residents from blowing dust, no measures to control dust in high wind 
periods were there are no workers onsite to control dust. No measures to create barriers during construction 
periods to prevent dust on nearby homes and livestock. No measures to provide corrections in evenings, 
nights, weekends including Sundays when winds scream in this high wind area.

Vegetation management and restoration measures are ineffective. Time periods for evaluation are vague 
(certificate of occupancy..which one}, and a single point of review/evaluation is inadequate to ensure various 
conditions are effective mitigations. Tract conditions should include prohibition in the residential lots against 
fountain grass and pepper trees, not just in the managed open space areas. The bat roosting mitigation 
measure C-2 still makes no sense at all because there are provisions to not disturb bats in nesting periods, but 
the only review is when a building permit is issued. Grading that would eliminate nesting occurs long before a 
building permit is issued. All mitigation measures should be reviewed for actual effectiveness.

The Teracor survey for the Santa Susana tarplant is mis-identified as occurring in June 2016. That survey 
reportedly was done in June 2015.
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